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Song of Pensive Beholding blends ritual and fable in presenting a divine white bird, the soul of a river. 

While engaging in dialogue with nature on the harmony of life, this bird meets two eagle brothers 

at the river they have committed to guard. Out of greed, the brothers abandon their duty, causing 

the river to die away. The piece is full of a sense of compassion and concern for nature. After years 

of refinement, Legend Lin Dance Theatre is bringing it back to Taiwan to once again lead audiences 

on an exploration of humanity and nature's coexistence via a deep, unhurried aesthetic that has 

stunned audiences abroad. The core of the piece's creativity is the concepts of new and old, nature 

and humanity, and life and death, all of which seem to be antithetical but are in fact simultaneously 

present in all the world's cycles. Things change with time and the dialogues between these 

antitheses never stop, hence the existence of solemnity and harmony.
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Legend Lin Dance Theatre was founded in 1995 by artistic director and choreographer LIN Lee-

chen with the exclusive purpose of presenting large-scale performance works, including Miroirs de 

Vie, Hymne aux Fleurs qui Passent, Song of Pensive Beholding and The Eternal Tides˒all of which 

reflect the spirit of her native Taiwan. Inspired by traditional religious rituals and ceremonial rites 

celebrating the rhythms of nature and our place in it, LIN's artistry combines a lush visual aesthetics 

with a brilliantly original and exquisitely languid choreography that gives new meaning to the 

phrase Poetry in motion. In its rare performances overseas, Legend Lin Dance Theatre has won high 

praise from critics and audiences alike. These visions and persistence come from Legend Lin Dance 

Theatre's artistic director LIN Lee-chen.

Miroirs de Vie premiered at the National Theater in Taipei, the company's artistic director LIN Lee-

chen has developed of spiritual life. Miroirs de Vie, Hymne aux Fleurs qui Passent, Chants de la 

Destinée, and The Eternal Tide,  are infused with a profound and stunning energy, and have allowed 

Legend Lin Dance Theatre to represent Taiwan at major theaters and art festivals around the world. 

"Stable, serene, relaxed, grounded, strong" is the company's six-word motto. In addition to the 

unique temporal theater aesthetics demonstrated in the slowness of movements, the concepts of  

"slowness" and "reduction" are incorporated across the company's works. An adherence to "less is 

more" and "slowness" and "reduction" stands out in a world where speed and mass production are 

valued. Meticulous craftsmanship, a hard working mindset, and all-out devotion speak volumes 

through repeated performances. In turn, such works become classics with an artistic quality that 

continues to inspire.



载塡揩疒泘稘┕ゖⷑ
Weiwuying Online Questionnaire

諠轱竭泃稶艸倧艸⺐鵳㑔錄銷  |  冷뜏本
掸⩞錄銷  |  龢㎜䬴
僜遫錄銷  |  蜘ꎘ冷뜏本
鷻錄銷  |  䍗    䑭ꢷ䒟艺
ꮠ嗞걚ゖ  |  ⻱㲅䞥錊俍岗
갭         㰅  |  䋟䇖
紈轱걚ゖ  |  䍗    䑭
釲鈫걚ゖ  |  ꢷ럅
䇖ꪫ錄銷  |  亡䈌╈
䇖ꪫ䶕䏆  |  ꄌ䡗靸ꢷ럅
乄         㰅  |  糶奁㇚龢⤂乄
 

竭  䪶  穓  |  龢⤂乄
Ⱌ竭䪶穓  |  褝䑒权
㝷䪶穓磞ꝏ  |  曓药䠾
槀Ⱌ䪶穓磞ꝏ  |  兊◖ⶾ
⻌         そ  |  錊俍岗
庌  㜱  㳄  |  ⻱㲅䞥鞦夡伺觓    沜
꺙䅫㝷艸縖  |  ⻱伺梈
㝷  艸  縖  |  龢絣傴랊䑐哵⻱熕ꨐ亡鬮㟮
                      랊焆菒랊傻❤䍗乄众兊㲎朊
                      㰛㷤䄰龢⹒秒䍗誆菒뇝㟮朦
槀  艸  縖  |  兊◖ⶾ兊♧䄹랊䎲保鼲┊柰
                      冷    ⺸⻱䑪㱴咈Ⳑⶥ갳ꪊ┴
 

䤗轱竭泃  |  龢㎜䬴
艸⺐泃涎  |  錊屍䘟
艸⺐䤗轱䧘㵷  |  㯹柰
掸⩞䤗轱䧘㵷  |  ꢷ虝奄
ꮠ䫞㓵车  |  䪇ꮱ㴨哆僘⪞жꢷ婭髲
邯  ⛼  ☕  |  ꢷ䒟艺
车䷓걚ゖ  |  䊛⹒航
车䷓䧘㵷  |  䍗㇚枭
㓵车熺傴  |  龢⤂乄
㓵车邯⛼  |  䍗㱨㤚
车         ䷓  |  ꢷ⫦嘽
鳯䏆⥾⪦⺱䲵牮   |  曓佰韻䓙犋
鳯䏆⥾杯㕙䲮ꮠ   |  韻䓙犋舧냖꥓咈熥髲舧╈
銕鈫㵷鈮錄銷艃㓵车  |  曓佰娡佰
                                             韻䓙犋舧냖꥓咈熥髲舧╈
艸駬걚ゖ  |  龢⤂乄

庌倧邯⛼㎯꣣  Artistic and Production Team

Artistic DirectorChoreographer & Visual Concept  |  LIN Lee-chen

Lighting Design  |  CHENG Kuo-yang

Costume Design  |  Tim YIP, LIN Lee-chen

Prop Design  |  CHANG Wang, CHEN Nien-chou

Music Consultant  |  WU Chung-hsien, HSU Ching-chwen

Chinese Calligraphy  |  CHENG Yen-ping

Art Consultant  |  CHANG Wang

Visual Consultant  |  CHEN Tien-mou

Graphic Design  |  Joe FANG

Photography  |  CHIN Cheng-tsai, CHEN Tien-mou

Text  |  LO Yu-chia, CHENG Chieh-wen

Rehearsal Master  |  CHENG Chieh-wen

Associate Rehearsal Master  |  TSAY Bi-jue

Female Rehearsal Team Leader  |  WANG Chien-yi

Male Vice Rehearsal Team Leader  |  LI Gen-ang

Singer  |  HSU Ching-chwen

Musicians  |  WU Chung-hsien, HO Yi-ming, HSIAO Ying

Chief Female Dancer  |  WU Ming-ching

Female Dancers  |  CHENG Yu-shu, HUANG Xin-yu, WU Hsiu-hsia, FANG Shih-yu, 

                                    HUANG Qi-fang, HUANG Man-yi, CHANG Wen-min, LEE Wan-ling, 

                                    CHI Jan-farn, CHENG Yu-chi, CHANG Ju-fang, WEI Yu-shan

Male Dancers  |  LI Gen-ang, LEE Chung-hei, HUANG Yan-jhih, GUO Ding-wei, 

                                LIN Hsiang, WU Jhih-hong, YANG Sheng-po, YAN Jing-cheng

 

Technical Director  |  CHENG Kuo-yang

Stage Manager  |  HSU Shu-hui

Technical Supervisor  |  CHENG Tzu-wei

Master Electrician  |  CHEN Fei-bi

Sound Engineer  |  CHEN Mu-hsuan (Chieh Yun Corp.)

 

Producer  |  CHEN Nien-chou

Administrative Consultant  |  LIAO Yo-jen

Administrative Advisor  |  CHANG Chia-chi

Executive Secretary  |  CHENG Chieh-wen

Executive Producer  |  Anna CHANG

Administrator  |  CHEN Guan-hua

Audio Description Co-authored  |  WANG Yu-cheng, LAI Szu-ying

Live Audio Description  |  LAI Szu-ying (Taipei, Kaohsiung), YANG Chiu-hsuan (Taichung)

Touch Tour  |  WANG Yu-cheng, JIANG Yu-cheng, 

                          LAI Szu-ying (Taipei, Kaohsiung), YANG Chiu-hsuan (Taichung) 

Dance Consultant  |  CHENG Chieh-wen


